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Abstract

To provide the required amount of storage and bandwidth, a video server typically comprises a large
number of disks. As the total number of disks increases, the influence of the striping algorithm that
determines how video data are distributed across the disks becomes decisive in terms of overall server
cost and performance. Also introducing fault-tolerance against disk failures becomes a must. In this
paper, we first evaluate different striping algorithms in terms of throughput, buffer requirement, and
start-up latency for a non-fault-tolerant server. We then examine the impact of data striping on a fault-
tolerant server and show that the striping policy and the optimal technique to assure fault-tolerance
are related: Depending on the technique used to assure fault-tolerance (mirroring or parity), different
striping techniques perform best.

Keywords: Video server, disk striping, reliability, fault-tolerance, RAID

1 Introduction

The realization of multimedia services such as Video-On-Demand or interactive television requires servers
that are able to support a large number of concurrent users. Such a server manages the storage and the
transmission of videos. Because a video is voluminous (a 100 minute MPEG-1 video is about 1.2GB)
multiple disks are required to store the videos. In order to distribute the load uniformly across the various
disks and utilize the disk bandwidth effectively, strategies for distributing a single copy ofeach video on
multiple disks must be considered. A scheme that partitions data into blocks and distributes the blocks on
different disks in a well defined order is calledstriping . For a large scale video server, the appropriate
striping scheme and the mechanisms used to achieve fault-tolerance have an important impact on the overall
server cost and performance.

In this paper, we investigate data striping and reliability aspects in a video server. We classify the different
striping techniques and define a generic striping scheme covering the most relevant striping schemes. We
then compare different striping policies in terms of buffer requirement (Section 3), throughput (section 4),
and start-up latency (Section 5) for a non fault-tolerant video server. In Section 6, we consider a fault-
tolerant video server, present different reliability models, and discuss the choice of the striping algorithm
and the reliability model.

Reliability has been addressed previously in the literature either in a general context [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], or for
a particular video server architecture [6, 7, 8]. However, we are the first to do a systematic and quantita-
tive comparison of different techniques to achieve reliability and to make explicit the relationship between
striping and reliability.

1In Cluster Computing: Networks, Software Tools, and Applications, Special Issue on Collaborative Mutimedia Environments,
Balzer Publisher, 1998.
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1.1 Design of the Video Server

We assume a distributed scalable video server architecture as introduced in [9] that comprises a set of
nodes. Each node contains a set of disks (See Figure 1). The Microsoft TIGER video server uses such an
architecture [6]. The video server usesround based scheduling: The service time is divided into equal-
sized time intervals. Each admitted client is served once every time interval, called aservice round. Because
the retrieval rate of a stream at the disk side is much higher than the consumption rate at the client side (about
1.5 Mbit/sec for MPEG-1 coded streams),main memoryis needed to temporarily store the retrieved video
streams. This speed mismatch between the retrieval rate and the video playback rate also allows a single
disk to serve multiple streams.
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Figure 1: The Video Server Architecture.

1.2 Storage and Retrieval

We need to introduce the relevant terms used for the storage and retrieval of video data to and from a video
server:

� Video Object: A sequence of frames such as a movie or a video clip.

� Video Segment: A partition of a video object. Each of the video segments contains a contiguous part
of the whole video object. The video segment consists of multiple frames.

� Physical Disk Block: The smallest amount of consecutive data fetched from disk in one I/O access.
bd is the size of the physical disk block.

� Disk Retrieval Block: The amount of data retrieved for one stream (client) from a single disk during
a service round.bdr is the size of the disk retrieval block,bdr is a multiple ofbd.

� Retrieval Unit : The whole amount of data retrieved for one stream during one service round. The
retrieval unit is a multiple of the disk retrieval block and can be read either from a single disk of the
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server or from a group of disks of the server.bru is the size of the retrieval unit,bru is a multiple of
bdr.

Based on the assumptions and definitions above, we now introduce the storage and retrieval parameters
needed to model a video server:

� D: The total number of disks in the video server.

� N : The total number of server nodes in the video server.

� Dn: The number of disks that belong to a server node. We haveDn = D=N .

� rd: The transmission rate of a single disk in Mbit/sec.

� rp: The playback rate of a video object in Mbit/sec.

� Qd: The maximal number of clients that can be simultaneously served from asingledisk.

� Q: The maximal number of clients that can be simultaneously served from the video server.

� � : The duration of the service round2. During � , up toQd disk retrieval blocks belonging toQd

different video streams (clients) are read from a single disk and put in the server buffer.

2 Striping Techniques

Since we will investigate the impact of data striping on the performance of a video server, we first introduce
the different striping techniques and then discuss their performance.

We definestriping as the partitioning of a video object into video segments that are stored across a set of
disks in a predefined order. The amount of contiguous logical data belonging to a single video object and
stored on a single disk is referred to asstriping unit . Let bsu denote the size of a striping unit.bsu is a
multiple of the physical block sizebd (block interleaved and not bit/byte-interleaved striping). When we
have multiple disks, we need to decide over how many disks to distribute (1) the whole video object(video
object striping)and (2) each individual video segment(segment striping).

In the following, we introduce three video object and three video segment striping techniques. The combi-
nation of video object striping and video segment striping unambiguously defines how the data of a video
object is stored on the disks. We show in Figure 2 a simple example with a6 disk server for each of the
striping techniques discussed below.

2.1 Video Object Striping (vs)

If we consider an entire video object, we can identify:

Video-Single-Striping (vss): A naive storage method is to store each video object ona singledisk. Let us
assume three video objectsVO1 ,VO2 , andVO3 that are stored respectively on three disksd1, d2, andd3,
as depicted in Figure 2(a). Sincevss stores each video object on a single disk, it suffers from load imbalance
and lack of robustness in case of disk failures: IfVO1 is very popular andVO2 , andVO3 are not required
at all, the disksd2 andd3 will be underutilized while the bandwidth ofd1 is not sufficient to serve all clients
that simultaneously requestVO1 . Additionally, a disk failure (e.g.d1) results in loss of a whole video
object (VO1 ).

2We assume that the service round is computed as:� = bru
rp

:
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Video-Narrow-Striping (vns): The distribution of a video object across multiple disks gives a higher
throughput, especially when many clients require the same video object. When we distribute a video object
only across a subset of disks of the server, we deal with thevns mechanism. Figure 2(b) shows the storage
of 2 video objectsVO1 andVO2 , whereVO1 is distributed over disksd1, d2, andd3, whereas video object
VO2 is distributed over disksd4, d5, andd6.

Video-Wide-Striping (vws): This technique distributes each video object overall existing disks of the
server. An example showing the storage layout of2 video objectsVO1 andVO2 is depicted in Figure 2(c).

2.2 Video Segment Striping (ss)

If we consider a single segment, we can identify:

Segment-Single-Striping (sss): A video segment is entirely stored on a single disk (Figure 2(d)).sss can
be combined with all three video object striping policiesvss, vns, andvws.

Segment-Narrow-Striping (sns): This means that every video segment is stored on a subset of the disks
(Figure 2(e)).sns can be combined withvns andvws.

Segment-Wide-Striping (sws): In contrast tosns, sws partitionseach video segment into many sub-
segments as disks there are on the server. Thus, all available disks of the server are involved to storea single
video segment(see Figure 2(f)).sws can be only combined withvws.
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(a) Video-Single-Striping(vss)
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Figure 2: Video Object Striping and Video Segment Striping.
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2.3 Video Object vs. Video Segment Striping

We now study the different combinations of video object and segment striping and describe the storage and
retrieval parameters of a video server for each possible combination. LetUvo denotes thevideo object size
andUvs thevideo segment size. Assume that all video segments are equal size and the size of each stored
video object is a multiple of the size of a video segment. To simplify the discussion, we define the following
two functions as:

1. �(vs): Returns the type ofvs. We have distinguished between three different strategies:vss, vns, and
vws. Thus:�(vs) 2 fvss; vns; vwsg

2. �(ss): Returns the value of thess. We have also distinguished between three different strategies:sss,
sns, andsws. Thus:�(ss) 2 fsss; sns; swsg

A particular striping strategy is described with a tuple(�(vs); �(ss)) that indicates the unique combination of
vs andss. As we have already seen, some combinations are not possible. In the following, we describe every
possible combination in terms of the relationship that may exist between the following system parameters:
the physical disk block sizebd, the striping unit sizebsu, the disk retrieval block sizebdr, the retrieval unit
sizebru, the video segment sizeUvs, and the video object sizeUvo:

� (vss; sss) : Each video object is stored on a single disk and therefore also all its video segments. We
haveUvo = bsu � bru = Uvs = bdr � bd

� (vns; sss): Each video object is stored on a set of disks. However, each video segment is stored on a
single disk. We haveUvo > bsu = bru = Uvs = bdr � bd

� (vws; sss): Each video object is stored on all available disks and each video segment is stored on a
single disk. We haveUvo � bsu = bru = Uvs = bdr � bd

� (vns; sns): Each video object is stored on a set of disks. Each video segment of a video object is
stored on the same set of disks or on a subset of it. We haveUvo > bru > bdr > bsu � bd

� (vws; sns): Each video object is stored on all available disks. A video segment of a given video object
is stored on only a set of disks. We haveUvo � bru > bdr > bsu � bd

� (vws; sws): Each video object is stored on all available disks. Each video segment is also distributed
on all disks. We haveUvo � bru � bdr � bsu � bd

2.4 Related Work

Various papers have investigated data striping in video servers. According to the classification of Section
2.3, we discuss the striping algorithms proposed in the literature. In Table 1, we attribute toeach striping
technique its corresponding striping class depending on the combination of the video object and the video
segment striping granularity. The symbol ”XXX” indicates combinations that are not allowed.

In [10], a (vns,sns) striping algorithm was proposed that distributes a video object only on a set of disks. Its
main disadvantage is that it does not distribute all video objects uniformly on all disks and therefore popular
video objects will be replayed only from a few disks. On the other hand, the bandwidth-imbalances between
disks becomes higher when the number of disks increases. Because of its restriction in terms of the number
of concurrent streams requiring the same video object, we will not consider this striping algorithm in the
later discussion.
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(�(ss); �(vs)) �(ss)=sss �(ss)=sns �(ss)=sws
�(vs) = vss No striping XXX XXX
�(vs) = vns Shenoy/Vin [10] Shenoy/Vin [10] XXX

(large Segments) (small Segments) XXX
Tobagi et al.[11] , Berson et al. [12] XXX

�(vs) = vws Oezden et al. [4, 13] Berson et al. [14] Oezden et al. [13]
Mourad [15, 7] Ghandeharizadeh et al.[16]
Tewari et al. [17]

Table 1: Classification of Striping Strategies

In [13], (vws, sws) and (vws, sss) were compared in terms of the maximum number of admitted streams
(throughput ) given a fixed amount of resources on the video server. The results show that (vws, sss)
achieves a higher throughput than (vws,sws). This study did not take into account either the latency overhead
for every client request or fault-tolerance.

(vws, sss) was also studied in [15], where fault tolerance is assured using a mirroring method (the doubly
striped mirroring) that uniformly distributes the load of a failed disk over all remaining disks.

In [11], streaming RAID was proposed, where a video object is stored on the server using (vws,sss). Addi-
tionally, the server is partitioned intod clusters. A set of original video segments and a parity video segment
are contained in a parity group and striped into only one cluster. Each cluster contains (k � 1) disks storing
original segments and one disk storingexclusivelyparity segments. The degree of reliability depends on the
number of clusters contained in the server.

In [17], the authors use the streaming RAID approach and additionally propose two schemes to distribute
parity information across all disks: the storage of a parity group can be sequential or random. The goal is to
distribute the load uniformly over disks when working with or without a single disk failure. The authors do
not study the performance of the server in terms of throughput, buffer, start-up latency, and reliability.

In [16], the striping granularity was discussed and a planner was proposed to decide the cluster size. The
authors proposed to split a video segment across one, some, or all disks in the server depending on the
desired throughput and latency. This organization corresponds to(vws; sns). Only throughput and latency
were addressed to determine the way a video segment should be striped on disks.

In [14], the staggered striping(vws; sns) was proposed to improve the throughput for concurrent access
compared with the so-called virtual data placement3. The staggered striping method especially allows
popular video objects to be striped over all available clusters and thereby avoids replicating them many
times to achieve the expected bandwidth.

We note that none of the papers evaluated and compared data striping algorithms in terms ofall of the
following criteria: throughput, buffer requirement, start-up latency, load-balancing, and reliability.

2.5 How to Stripe Data on a Video Server

The choice of striping algorithm and the size of striping unit become very decisive when building a cost
effective and reliable video server. We have looked at the possible striping algorithms and realized that:

1. Videoobjectstriping should be video wide striping (vws) where a video object is distributed overall
disks of the video server:vws achieves a goodload-balancingindependently from the video objects
requested and offers ahigh throughputfor popular video objects that are requested by many clients.

3The virtual data placement assumes a system consisting ofd clusters and each video object is assigned to a single cluster
(vns; sns).
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2. For videosegmentstriping, three approaches are possible:

� sws distributeseach segment over all disksand therefore achieves perfect load balancing. How-
ever, as we will see, the buffer requirement grows proportional to the number of disks.

� sss stores the whole segment on asingledisk, which can result in a load imbalance between
disks and high start-up latency for new client requests. However, the seek overhead and buffer
requirement will be low, since the amount of data (one video segment) read in one disk access
is large.

� sns distributes a video segment over asub-setof all disks and can be considered as a compromise
betweensws andsss.

We are left with three possible combinations that we will further investigate:

� (vws; sws), which will be referred to asFGS or Fine Grained Striping [13].

� (vws; sss), which will be referred to asCGSor Coarse Grained Striping [13, 18].

� (vws; sns), which will be referred to asMGS or Mean Grained Striping.

2.6 Retrieval Groups

To define where a video segment should be stored we introduce the notion ofretrieval group . A retrieval
group can compriseone, or multipledisks. Each retrieval unit is read fromoneretrieval group during a
service round. A single disk of the server belongs toexactly oneretrieval group. Theretrieval group size
is the number of disks belonging to a retrieval group and determines the striping granularity of a video
segment.

The following parameters are needed to model a video server that is based on several retrieval groups:

� G: Number of retrieval groups in the server.

� Dg: Retrieval group size:Dg indicates how many disks the retrieval unit will be simultaneously read
from during one service round.

� Qg: Maximum number of clients that can be simultaneously served by a retrieval group.

One can vary the retrieval group sizeDg within a video server. We assume that all retrieval groups have the
same size (Dg). Thus,D is a multiple ofG and:Dg =

D
G

8g 2 [1::G]

Varying the retrieval group size allows us to cover the three striping algorithms CGS, FGS, and MGS:

� Dg = 1: The retrieval unit is stored ononedisk (CGS).

� Dg = D: The retrieval unit is distributed overall disks of the server (FGS).

� 1 < Dg < D: The retrieval unit is distributed over asetof disks of the server (MGS).
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2.6.1 An MGS striped Video Server

The assignment of disks to nodes and to retrieval groups can be carried out as follows4: Let dk denote a disk
with k 2 [0; :::; (D� 1)]. If we definen = (k div Dn) + 1 andl = (k mod Dn) + 1, then diskdk is the
l-th disk of noden and belongs to retrieval groupg with g = (((l� 1) �N + n) div Dg) + 1.

Figure 3 shows an example of an MGS striped video server, where each retrieval group contains one disk
from each server node. A retrieval groupg contains the disksdk with k = i � Dn + g � 1 and i 2
[0; :::; (N � 1)].

Group G
Retrieval

Node NNode 2Node 1

Group 1
Retrieval

0

1

Dn-2

Dn-1

Dn 2Dn

D-1

Figure 3: Retrieval Groups

Parameters We list below parameters to specify a video object that is to be stored on a server:

� V : The number of video objects to store in the video server.

� VOi: The video objecti. We assume that the video server can store up toV video objects:i 2 [1::V ]

� Uvo(i): The size of the video objecti.

� V Si;j : Thejth video segment of thei-th video object.

� Uvs(i; j): The size ofV Si;j . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that for a given video object
Uvo(i): 9n; 9Uvsj Uvo(i) = n � Uvs.

We present in the following the MGS algorithm that is based on Figure 3. The MGS algorithm presented is
a simple example of the MGS class. Depending on the striping granularity of a video segment, MGS can
configure each retrieval group containing more thanonedisk from each server node, or consisting of disks
from a sub-set and not all server nodes.

MGS Algorithm

BEGIN

for all video objects V Oi ( i 2 [1::V ]) f
Partition V Oi into video segments V Si;j

with: j 2
h
1::
�
Uvo(i)
Uvs

�i
.

4We use the variablesD;Dn;N that were introduced in Section 1.2.
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for all video segments V Si;j f
Partition V Si;j into Dg striping units Si;j;k, k 2 [1::Dg].
Determine the retrieval group that will contain
V Si;j such that: g = (i + j � 1) mod G.
Store the striping unit Si;j;k on the disk d

with: d = g + (k � 1) �Dn.
g

g
END

The MGS algorithm presented above ensures perfect load-balancing inside a retrieval group. Disks belong-
ing to the same retrieval group store the same amount of video data. Further, consecutive video segments
V Si;j andV Si;j+1 are stored across consecutive retrieval groupsg and((g + 1) modG). This ensures an
equal distribution of video data across all retrieval groups and distributes the storage load as fairly as pos-
sible. Additionally, the two first video segmentsV Si;1 andV Si+1;1 of two consecutive video objectsVOi

andVOi+1 are stored across consecutive retrieval groups(i modG) and((i+1)modG) to better distribute
new client requests over the retrieval groups.

In the following, we consider one of the retrieval groups shown in Figure 3 and show how one retrieval unit
Ru of a video objecti is stored on the different disks of the retrieval group. Figure 4 illustrates the storage
of different striping unitsSi;j;k and video segmentsV Si;j . It also shows the disk retrieval blockDrb to be
retrieved from a single disk. Let us assume thatbru = m � Uvs; m 2 f1; 2; ::g. A disk retrieval block
contains striping units ofm video segments.

By making the disk retrieval block containmultiplestriping units, we can optimally trade off disk access
overhead and main memory requirements. Whenm = 1, the striping unit and the disk retrieval block are
the same size and the video segment size equals the retrieval unit size.

disk 1 disk 2 disk Dg

S

S S

S

S S

S

S

S i,1,1 i,1,2 i,1,Dg

i,2,1 i,2,2 i,2,Dg

i,m,1 i,m,2 i,m,Dg

Drb

VS i,j+m

Ru

VS i,j

Figure 4: Striping of a retrieval unit over a retrieval group

3 Buffer Requirement

Since the transmission raterd of a single disk is much larger than the playback raterp of a video object, a
single disk can serve multiple clients at the same time. Since for a particular client the data retrieval will be
ahead of the data consumption, main memory is needed at the server side to temporarily store video data.

For a single stream, the buffer requirement varies over time since it is determined by the difference between
production of video by the server and consumption by the client.

We consider the following assumptions to calculate the amount of buffer needed:

1. The total number of clientsQ that can be admitted is assumed to be constant. LetQFGS , QCGS and
QMGS denote the maximum number of admitted clients for respectively FGS, CGS, and MGS: we
assume thatQ = QFGS = QCGS = QMGS .
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2. The buffer requirement is for the case ofshared buffer management where each video stream has
been assigned a dynamically changing portion of a common buffer. Compared to dedicated buffer
management, shared buffer management reduces the buffer requirement by up to 50% [19].

3. SCAN is the scheduling algorithm used.

The buffer requirement equations are derived in [20], where we have refined the results achieved in [21].

3.1 Buffer Requirement for FGS, CGS, and MGS

Table 2 gives the values of the parametersG,Dg andQg depending on the striping algorithm used.

Parameter FGS MGS CGS

G 1 D
Dg

D

Dg D D
G

1
Qg Q Q

G
Qd

Table 2: Design Parameters for FGS, CGS and MGS

When we use the parameter values of Table 2 and the results of [20], we get the following buffer require-
ments for the three different striping techniques (Table 3):

Striping Algorithm Bshrd(D)

CGS D �Qd � bdr = Q � bdr
MGS G �Dg �Qg � bdr = Q �Dg � bdr
FGS Q �D � bdr

Table 3: Buffer requirement for CGS, MGS, and FGS

From the buffer requirement formulas of Table 3, we observe that for a given disk retrieval block size:

� For FGS: the total buffer is proportional to the product of the total number of disksD and the total
number of clientsQ.

� For CGS: the total buffer is only proportional to the total number of clientsQ.

� For MGS: the total buffer is proportional to the product of the number of disks in a retrieval groupDg

and the total number of clientsQ.

3.2 Results

Let bFGSdr , bCGSdr , andbMGS
dr bFGSru , bCGSru , bMGS

ru denote respectively disk retrieval block and retrieval unit
sizes of FGS, CGS, and MGS. We use the formulas of Table 3 to compute the buffer requirement for FGS,
CGS and MGS.

Figure 5(a) shows the buffer requirement for FGS, CGS and MGS. We keep the retrieval group sizeDg

constant and vary the number of retrieval groupsG for MGS. When the total number of disks increases, the
number of retrieval groups increases while the retrieval unit size for MGSbMGS

ru remains constant. However,
the retrieval unit size for FGSbFGSru grows with the increasing total number of disks. Since for CGS only
one disk is involved to serve one client, the number of disks does not influencebCGSru . We see that FGS
requires much more buffer than CGS and MGS.
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In Figure 5(b), we keep for MGS the number of retrieval groups constant (G = 10), and vary the number
of disksDg within one retrieval group. FGS results again in the highest buffer requirement. SinceG is
constant for MGS, the number of disksDg per retrieval group grows when the total number of disksD

increases. The buffer requirement for CGS and MGS follow respectively the formula:BCGS = Q � bCGSdr ,
andBMGS = Q � bMGS

dr � Dg (Table 3). The increase ofDg for MGS results therefore in an increase in
the amount of buffer required: ForD = 100, we haveDg = 10, BCGS = Q � 1000Kbit, andBMGS =
Q � 100K � 10 = Q � 1000Kbit. Therefore, forD = 100, we see in Figure 5(b) thatBMGS = BCGS . For
(D < 100), we haveDg < 10, and consequentlyBMGS < BCGS . For higher values ofD (D > 100), we
haveDg > 10, and consequentlyBMGS > BCGS .
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(a) Buffer requirement for FGS, CGS, and MGS
with Dg = 10 for MGS.
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(b) Buffer requirement for FGS, CGS, and
MGS withG = 10 for MGS.

Figure 5: Buffer requirement for FGS, CGS and MGS withbFGSdr = bMGS
dr = 100 kbit, bCGSdr = 1 Mbit,

rp = 1:5 Mbit/sec,rd = 24 Mbit/sec,QFGS = QCGS = QMGS for each value ofD.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that FGS requires the highest amount of buffer. Depending on the parameters
bdr andG, MGS or CGS has the lowest buffer requirement.

In the following we only compare the buffer requirement for CGS and MGS. Since the buffer requirement
strongly depends on the choice of the retrieval unit sizes (bCGSdr and bMGS

dr ), we consider the following
situations:

� We vary the retrieval group size (Dg = 5; 10; 20) and keepbCGSdr andbMGS
dr constant (See Figure

6(a)). For MGS,bMGS
ru = Dg � b

MGS
dr will vary with changingDg.

� We vary the disk retrieval block size for CGS (bCGSdr = 1; 1:5; 2 Mbit) (See Figure 6(b)). Because
bCGSdr = bCGSru , we vary in this case the retrieval unit size for CGS.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show that the buffer requirement decreases when:

� For MGS: the size of the retrieval groupDg decreases, which implies a smaller retrieval unit size
bMGS
ru ,

� For CGS: the retrieval unit sizebCGSru decreases.

However, a decrease of the retrieval unit sizebCGSru for CGS will increase the seek overheads within disks,
which results in a lower throughput, as we will see in Section 4.
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(a) Buffer requirement for MGS and CGS with
Dg = 5; 10; 20 for MGS andbMGS

dr = 100 Kbit
andbCGSdr = 1 Mbit.
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(b) Buffer requirement for MGS and CGS for
bCGSdr = 0:5; 1; 1:5; 2 Mbit and bMGS

dr = 100
Kbit.

Figure 6: Buffer requirement for MGS and CGS forbMGS
dr = 100 Kbit, rp = 1:5 Mbit/sec,rd = 24

Mbit/sec,QFGS = QCGS = QMGS .

In order to reduce the buffer requirement for MGS, the retrieval group sizeDg must decrease. However, a
small retrieval group means a large number of retrieval groups for a given total number of disksD. We will
see in Section 5 that a small retrieval group size increases the latency for new client requests.

4 Throughput

To compare FGS, CGS, and MGS in terms of throughput, we use an admission control criterion calculating
the maximum number of streamsQ that can be admitted from a video server. The value ofQ depends
among others on the disk characteristics. The disk parameters and their corresponding values are depicted
in Section A (Table 5) . In this Section, we will determine the throughput for each of the striping algorithms
FGS, CGS, and MGS.

In order to avoid buffer starvation for all concurrent video streams, the time between the retrieval of two
consecutive retrieval units should not exceedbru

rp
. bru

rp
corresponds to the upper bound of the service round

duration (� � bru
rp

). Further, using SCAN as scheduling policy implies that disk heads travel across the disk
surface twice in the worst case (2 � tseek). Additionally, the retrieval of data requires in the worst case a settle
time (tstl) and a worst case rotational latency (trot).

4.1 Admission Control Criterion

The admission control criterion computes the maximum number of streams that can be admitted. It takes
into account the worst case latency overhead and the I/O bandwidth of the storage disks, the retrieval unit
size and the video playback rate [13].

Since retrieval groups are independent from each other, we reduce the admission control discussion to a
single retrieval group and derive later the formula for the video server depending on the striping policy used.
According to the assumptions above and referring to a general admission control criterion that was presented
in [22], we get the following admission control criterion fora retrieval group:
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Qg �
bdr
rd

+ Qg � (tstl + trot) + 2 � tseek � � (1)

We take for� its maximum value (� = bru
rp

) and derive from Eq. 1 the admission control criteria of the

server for FGS, CGS, and MGS. LetQFGS , QCGS , andQMGS denote the maximum number of admitted
streams respectively for FGS, CGS, and MGS.

1. Admission control for FGS: The admission control for FGS considers that a single stream is read from
all available disks in the server. Thus the whole server bandwidth is involved in the admission control
equation as:

QFGS �

 
bFGSdr

rd
+ trot + tstl

!
+ 2 � tseek �

D � bFGSdr

rp
(2)

2. Admission control for CGS: Since single disks are independent from each other for CGS, the admis-
sion control only considers the bandwidth of a single disk:

QCGS

D
�

 
bCGSdr

rd
+ trot + tstl

!
+ 2 � tseek �

bCGSdr

rp
(3)

3. Admission Control for MGS: During a service round, disks belonging to the same retrieval group are
dependent on each other, but retrieval groups are independent from each other. This means that the
admission control criterion assumes a client-request list for each retrieval group. CalculatingQMGS

simply consists of calculating the maximum number of admitted video streams for a retrieval group
and multiplying by the number of retrieval groupsG:

QMGS

G
�

 
bMGS
dr

rd
+ trot + tstl

!
+ 2 � tseek �

Dg � b
MGS
dr

rp
(4)

We use Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) to derive the maximum number of admitted streams for FGS, CGS, and MGS.
That is given in Table 4:

Striping Algorithm Maximum Number of Clients

FGS QFGS =
D�bFGS

dr
rp

�2�tseek

bFGS
dr
rd

+trot+tstl

CGS QCGS =
bCGS
dr
rp

�2�tseek

bCGS
dr
rd

+trot+tstl

�D

MGS QMGS =
Dg �bMGS

dr
rp

�2�tseek

bMGS
dr
rd

+trot+tstl

�G

Table 4: Throughput for FGS, CGS and MGS.

4.2 Results

We use the same scenario as in Figure 5(a) and then evaluate the throughput behavior for FGS, CGS and
MGS.
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Figure 7 shows how the throughput grows for FGS, CGS and MGS with an increasing number of disks in
the server. CGS achieves the highest throughput, since CGS retrieves very large disk retrieval blocks during
one service round (bCGSdr = 1 Mbit), and therefore keeps the total seek overhead low. For FGS and MGS,
the disk retrieval blocks are much smaller (bFGSdr = bMGS

dr = 100 Kbit) resulting in a higher seek overhead
and a lower throughput.
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Figure 7: Throughput for FGS, CGS and MGS withDg = 10 for MGS andrp = 1:5 Mbit/sec.

Let us consider the results of Figures 5(a) and 7: SincebCGSdr = 1 Mbit andbFGSdr = bMGS
dr = 100 Kbit for

both Figures, we can compare FGS, CGS and MGS in terms of buffer requirement as well as throughput:
We see that CGS has the best performance, since it has the same buffer requirement as MGS and the highest
throughput. FGS requires much more buffer than CGS and MGS and admits fewer clients than CGS. For
the same throughput, MGS requires less buffer than FGS.
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(a) Throughput for CGS and MGS (Dg =
5; 10; 20) with bMGS

dr = 100 Kbit andbCGSdr =
1 Mbit.
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(b) Throughput for MGS and CGS with
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Figure 8: Throughput for MGS and CGS forbMGS
dr = 100 Kbit, rp = 1:5 Mbit/sec,rd = 24 Mbit/sec.

Now we will only focus on the throughput comparison of CGS and MGS. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) have already
shown that increasing retrieval units for CGS or for MGS increases the amount of buffer. We will take the
same parameter values and show the effect of varying the retrieval unit size for CGS and the retrieval group
size for MGS on the throughput (Figures 8(a) and 8(b)).

We consider the results of Figures 6(a) and 8(a) in order to compare MGS and CGS in terms of both buffer
requirement and throughput: MGS (Dg = 10 andbMGS

dr = 100 Kbit) and CGS (bCGSdr = 1 Mbit) require the
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same amount of buffer. The throughput is however much higher for CGS than for MGS. The same results
can be observed from Figures 6(b) and 8(b).

Figure 8(a) shows that the variation of the retrieval group sizeDg for MGS has no significant influence on
the throughput. On the other hand, 8(b) shows that the throughput of CGS increases as the disk retrieval
block sizebCGSdr grows. However the buffer requirement increases too.

5 Start-up Latency

The service round duration� depends on the retrieval unit sizebru and is given through� = bru
rp

(Section
1.2).

An important performance measure, from the users point of view, is thestart-up latency that is defined as
the time that elapses in themaximumelapsed time between the arrival of a new client and the retrieval of
the first block for this client. Let�FGS , �CGS , and�MGS denote the duration of a service round for FGS,
CGS, and MGS respectively. The corresponding start-up latencies are thenTFGS

s , TCGS
s andTMGS

s .

A disk retrieval block of a video stream is retrieved from a diskd during a slot� (the service round duration
� is a multiple of the slot duration�). Let us call the slot that is not used for data retrieval afree slot.

We compare FGS, CGS and MGS in terms of start-up latency for a given number of disks. We also look at
the start-up latency behavior when the number of disks increases.

5.1 Start-up Latency for FGS

With FGS, all disks serve all video streams during each service round. When a new request arrives at diskd

and there is a free slot, the retrieval of the corresponding video stream waits at most a service round�FGS :

TFGS
s = �FGS (5)

We observe thatTFGS
s does not depend on the number of disks used and the requested disk. It also does not

depend on the number of existingfree slots.

5.2 Start-up Latency for CGS

We assume that a new request is arriving at diskd, with: d 2 [1::D] and the only existingfree slotat this
time is at diskd+ 1. The new request has to wait for(D � (d+ 1) + d) service rounds, until thefree slot
attains diskd. Thus:

TCGS
s = (D� 1) � �CGS (6)

TCGS
s increases linearly when the total number of disksD increases.

5.3 Start-up Latency for MGS

We assume that a request is coming to groupg with: g 2 [1::G] and the only existingfree slotis at group
g + 1 at this time. To start retrieving data, the server has to wait for(G � (g + 1) + g) service rounds.
Consequently, the worst case start-up latency is:

TMGS
s = (G� 1) � �MGS (7)

Now, we want to compareTMGS
S andTFGS

S : If we assume that the sizes of a disk retrieval block are equal
for FGS and CGS, then the retrieval unit size of FGS is a multiple of the the retrieval unit size of MGS, and
consequently the service round�FGS is a multiple of�MGS as:�MGS = �FGS

G
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We derive the start-up latency of MGS:TMGS
s = (G� 1) � �MGS = (G� 1) � �

FGS

G
=

(G�1)
G

� �FGS

TMGS
s increases monotonously with larger values ofG, but is always smaller than�FGS . TMGS

S does not
depend on the total number of disks in the server, but only on the number of retrieval groups.

5.4 Results

Figure 9(a) shows the variation of the start-up latency for FGS, CGS, and MGS. We vary the total number
of disks between 10 and 200 and maintain a fixed number of disks inside a retrieval group (Dg = 10).
The start-up latency is much higher for CGS than for MGS and FGS. The difference betweenTCGS

s and
TMGS
s increases with an increasing number of disks. We also see that the start-up latency by MGS becomes

increasingly closer to the one by FGS when the total number of disksD increases. This is due to an increase
of G for a fixedDg, whenD increases.

Figure 9(b) considers only MGS and FGS. It shows how the worst case start-up latency of MGS depends on
the number of retrieval groupsG of the server for a given retrieval group sizeDg and a fixed total number of
disksD: WhenG grows, the start-up latency increases. For CGS, in order to decrease the start-up latency,
we can reduce the service round duration. However, the throughput will then also decrease.
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(a) Start-up latency for FGS, CGS and MGS
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dr = 100 kbit,
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Figure 9: Worst case start-up latency forrp = 1:5 Mbit/sec.

To summarize our results for the non-fault-tolerant case, we saw that CGS achieves the highest throughput
for a given amount of buffer, but also has a very high start-up latency. MGS has a lower throughput than
CGS, but also a lower start-up latency. Compared with FGS, MGS has a higher throughput for the same
buffer requirement and has a lower start-up latency.

In the rest of the paper (Section 6), we will examine the case of a fault-tolerant video server and only
compare CGS and MGS.

6 Reliability

To be fault-tolerant, a video server must store some redundant information that is used to reliably deliver
a video even when one or more disks fail. The amount and the placement of redundant information are
decisive in terms of the number of disk failures that can be tolerated and also for the load balancing between
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the surviving disks in the server. There are two major models for a fault-tolerant video server: (i) mirroring-
based and (ii) parity-based. In Section 6.1, we will introduce the two different reliability models. In Section
6.2, we compare MGS and CGS when using mirroring-based and parity-based reliability in terms of buffer
requirement additional latency overhead, and throughput. We discuss both thenormal operation modeof a
server, where no failure occurs, and thefailure mode, where one or more disks of the server fail.

6.1 Reliability Techniques

A first choice to make when using redundant information is to decide whether to store the redundant data
separately on (i) dedicated disks or to store the original and redundant data on (ii) the same disks. We
will limit our discussion to the second case since it allows us to achieve higher throughput and better load
balancing [12] than (i) . We now considerwhat kind of redundant information to store. We distinguish
between mirroring and parity-based reliability.

6.1.1 Mirroring-Based Reliability

Mirroring consists ofreplicatingeach video object. Thus the storage volume needed for a mirrored video
object doubles. However, as we will see, mirroring avoids the dramatic increase of the I/O bandwidth in
case of failure [23] that may be observed for parity-based schemes.

Shared Mirroring Model : The secondary copy (replica) of each disk can be uniformly distributed over
all remaining (D � 1) disks of the server. This method was proposed in [15] and called the doubly striped
approach. During the normal operation mode, each disk reserves a fraction of its available bandwidth for
the failure mode. Doubly striping does not tolerate more than a single disk failure. To tolerate more than
one disk failure, the authors in [6] propose to distribute the secondary copy only over adeclusterof d disks
and not all(D � 1) disks. In this case, each disk must reserve a higher fraction of bandwidth than in the
doubly striped approach that depends on the value ofd.

6.1.2 Parity-Based Reliability

Parity-based reliability consists of storingparity data in addition to the existingoriginal video data. RAID
2-6 system use this approach to protect against disk failures. When a single disk failure occurs, parity
information is used to reconstruct the missing original data [24].

Shared Parity Model: The parity blocks are stored on the same disks as the original data. We consider
sequential parity placementthat combines original data blocks and the corresponding parity data block into
a parity group . Parity groups are stored on disks in a round robin fashion. The parity group size can be
smaller than the total number of disks in the server. The maximum number of disk failures that can be
tolerated depends on the number of parity groups. In case of a single disk failure, the load of the failed disk
is shared equally among the disks that belong to the parity group and not among all remaining disks of the
server.

6.2 Comparison of MGS and CGS

The performance results in Section 4 show that CGS provides a higher throughput than MGS for a given
amount of buffer resources. However, these results did not take into account the fault tolerance requirement
of a video server.

We now assume a fault-tolerant video server and compare MGS and CGS in terms of throughput for a given
amount of buffer, worst case start-up latency for incoming client requests, and also restart latency. The
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restart latency for a given stream is defined as the worst case interval between the point of time where a
single disk fails and the time at which the server is able to reconstruct the first disk retrieval block.

We distinguish two operation modes

� Normal Operation Mode: During this mode, each disk must not exploit the entire available bandwidth.
It reserves part of the bandwidth to be used in case of a disk failure. Lets callQCGS

no andQMGS
no the

allowed number of streams for asingle diskduring normal operation.

� Disk Failure Mode: When one out of theD (Dg) disks fails, the remainingD�1 (Dg�1) disks must
support more streams than when working with normal operation mode. The additional bandwidth load

for each of the surviving disks isQ
CGS
no

D�1 for CGS andQ
MGS
no

Dg�1
for MGS. Thus, the maximum number of

streams served in case of failure,QCGS
d andQMGS

d per diskis:

QCGS
d = QCGS

no +
QCGS
no

D � 1
= QCGS

no � (
D

D � 1
) (8)

QMGS
d = QMGS

no +
QMGS
no

Dg � 1
= QMGS

no � (
Dg

Dg � 1
) (9)

Eqs. 8 and 9 assume in case of disk failure a uniform load distribution of the streams served from to the
failed disk over theD � 1 (Dg � 1) remaining disks.

6.2.1 Mirroring-Based Reliability

We assume a shared mirroring model where the secondary copy of each single disk is uniformly distributed
over all remaining(D�1) disks for CGS, as proposed for the doubly striped scheme of Mourad [15]. Figure
10(a) shows how to distribute secondary disk retrieval blocks of a single disk among the remaining(D� 1)
disks for CGS [25].
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Figure 10: Mirroring-Based Reliability.

For MGS, secondary data are stored among the remaining(Dg � 1) disks of a single retrieval group. Figure
10(b) shows the placement of secondary copies among the remaining(Dg� 1) disks of a retrieval group for
MGS. Note that we only depict the first retrieval group (disks1 to groups (2 toG). An extension to other
groups is analogous.
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Evaluation We compare CGS and MGS when a mirroring-based model is used. In Section 4, we showed
that, for a given amount of main memory, the number of streams admitted is higher for CGS than for MGS
(Eqs. (3) and (4)). Note that we refer to Eqs. (8) and (9) to compute the throughput.

In Figure 11(a), we plot the worst case restart latencies for a mirroring based video server with CGS and
MGS. Figure 11(b) shows the throughput that can be reached for a mirroring-based server with CGS and
MGS for a constant amount of buffer.
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Figure 11: Restart latency and throughput for CGS- and MGS-based mirrored video servers withbMGS
dr =

100 kbit, bCGSdr = 1 Mbit andrp = 1:5 Mbit/sec.

The results of Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show that using mirroring-based reliability, a CGS-based video server
provides a higher throughput than an MGS-based server for a given amount of resources (buffer). However,
MGS provides a lower worst case restart latency in case of disk failures and can survive more than one disk
failure.

6.2.2 Parity-Based Reliability

We now assume a parity-based reliability model, where parity disk retrieval blocks are used to reconstruct
failed original disk retrieval blocks. We study the shared parity model, where parity data are stored with
original data on allD disks [24, 12].

For CGS,(D� 1) original disk retrieval blocks and oneparity disk retrieval block build oneparity group .
In Figure 12, we show how original and parity disk retrieval blocks of one video object are layed out within
the video server [25]. We use a round robin data placement. We use ”P” to identify the parity disk retrieval
block of the parity group.

Figure 13 shows the parity data placement for MGS within a single retrieval group. As for CGS, original
disk retrieval blocks of one video object are stored in a round robin manner among all availableD disks of
the server. However, a parity group is built out of only(Dg�1) original disk retrieval blocks and oneparity
disk retrieval block. As for mirroring, we only draw in Figure 13 the data layout of the first retrieval group
(disks1 toDg) of the server.

Now we want to compare MGS and CGS in terms of buffer, throughput, and start-up latency. We consider
two ways of dealing with failure:

� Reactive: Means that parity information is only sent when a disk failure occurs. During normal
operation mode, parity is not used.
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� Preventive: Means that parity isalwayssent with original information, even when working with
normal operation mode. The bandwidth used for each of the surviving disks is therefore the same
during both normal operation and disk failure mode.

The following four cases will be discussed: MGS-reactive mode, MGS-preventive mode, CGS-reactive
mode and CGS-preventive mode.

MGS-reactive mode The(Dg � 1) original disk retrieval blocks are sent for one stream during a service
round. The parity disk retrieval block is only retrieved when a single disk fails inside the retrieval group. In
this case,(Dg � 2) original and one parity disk retrieval blocks are retrieved. Because we always (during
normal operation and single disk failure mode) retrieve(Dg� 1) disk retrieval blocks for the reactive mode,
an admitted client requires the same amount of buffer and bandwidth from the video server before and after a
single disk failure. However, the reactive mode can result in a transient degradation (for one service round).

MGS-preventive mode With this mode, parity information is automatically retrieved and sent with the
original disk retrieval blocks. When working with normal operation mode,Dg disk retrieval blocks are sent.
When a single disk fails inside a retrieval group, (Dg � 1) blocks are sent, which are enough to reconstruct
the missing video data. The advantage of the preventive mode is that there is neither a temporal degradation
nor additional start-up latency when a single disk fails, as is the case with the reactive mode.

We should mention that parity data is per a retrieval group. Thus, each retrieval group can tolerate a single
disk failure and the video server can tolerate multiple disk failures as well as a complete node failure (due
to other component failures, i.e. operating system, hardware, cable).

CGS-reactive mode Only original disk retrieval blocks are retrieved using the CGS-reactive mode. Fur-
ther, during normal operation mode, the buffer is immediately liberated after consumption. When a single
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disk fails, original as well as parity disk retrieval blocks are sequentially retrieved (during consecutive ser-
vice rounds) from disks and temporarily stored in the buffer (for many service rounds) to reconstruct the
lost original disk retrieval block. This requires additional buffer space. In the following, we calculate the
amount of needed buffer and the worst case restart latency.

Assume a single disk failure is happening during service roundk � 1. At most, allQCGS
d disk retrieval

blocks that should have been retrieved from this failed disk must bereconstructed. However, to reconstruct
one failed disk retrieval block for one stream,(D�1) disk retrieval blocks aresequentiallyretrieved (during
(D�1) successive service rounds) andtemporarily storedin the buffer. We also call this strategybuffering .
QCGS
d is as in Eq. (8).

The retrieval schedule of a CGS-parity-based server is depicted in Figure 14(a) for a simple scenario with
4 disks.Q1, Q2, Q3, andQ4 denote lists of clients. Each client is in exactely one list. Each list is served
from one disk (d1, d2, d3, or d4) during one service round and from the next disk (round robin order)
during the next service round. In Figure 14(a), we attribute to each of the lists (Q1; Q2; Q3; andQ4) the
corresponding disk (d1, d2, d3, or d4) from which data must be retrieved during service roundsk, k + 1,
k + 2, k + 3, andk + 4. Let us assume that diskd1 fails during service roundk � 1 and let us focus on
the data retrieval for clients in listQ4: During service roundk, blocks are retrieved from diskd4; during
service round(k+ 1) no data is retrieved, sinced1 has failed, during service round(k+ 2) data is retrieved
from diskd2, and during service round(k + 3) from diskd3. At the end of service round(k + 3), blocks
of diskd1 can be reconstructed. Thus, streams belonging to listQ4 need four service rounds to reconstruct
the failed information. For streams of listsQ1 andQ3, four service rounds are also needed, while streams
of list Q2 take only three service rounds.
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Figure 14: Effect of a single disk failure for CGS withD = 4.

Figure 14(b) shows a single disk failure situation. A parity group contains 3 original disk retrieval blocks
and one parity disk retrieval block(Drb) . The first block is assumed to be lost. To reconstruct the whole
stream, three timesbCGSdr buffer space and four service round durations are required. Figure 14(b) illustrates
the additional latency incurred to reconstruct the missing data.

From Table 3, we know that the buffer requirement for a CGS based non-fault tolerant video server is:
BCGS
shrd (D) = QCGS � bCGSdr , which is enough when working innormal operation mode.

For a fault-tolerant video server, the worst case buffer requirement needed for one stream is:(D�1) �bCGSdr ,
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since from the point of time where a disk failure occurs, the whole parity group of each stream must be kept
in the buffer to reconstruct the lost block.

Thus, the buffer requirement for allQCGS streams duringsingle disk failure modeis:

B
CGS�bu�
shrd (D) = (D � 1 ) �QCGS � bCGSdr = (D � 1 ) � BCGS

shrd (D) (10)

When a single disk fails, the restart latency varies between(D� 1) � �CGS andD � �CGS , depending on the
placement of the disk retrieval blocks that belong to a parity group (Figure 14(a)).

During failure mode, an admitted new client request needs to be delayed until free slots are available. Addi-
tionally, in the worst case, the client consumption must be delayed until the lost information is reconstructed.
This additional delay is(D� 1) � �CGS and the total worst case start-up latencyTCGS

rel for CGS when work-
ing in disk failure mode is the sum of the worst case latencyTCGS = (D � 1) � �CGS and the additional
delay:

TCGS
rel = 2 � (D� 1) � �CGS (11)

CGS-preventive mode To avoid temporal degradations for the admitted streams when a disk failure oc-
curs, the video server can be preventive to be able to reconstruct the failed block at any time. This requires
that blocks of a parity group be kept in the buffer even during normal operation mode. Thus, there is no
difference between running in normal operation or disk failure mode in terms of buffer requirement. The
overall needed amount of buffer is:

B
CGS�bu�
shrd (D) = D �QCGS � bCGSdr = D �BCGS

shrd (D) (12)

During normal operation mode, the parity information is not needed. In failure mode, parities will be needed
to reconstruct a missing block.

The preventive mode eliminates or decreases the restart latency overhead produced by the reactive model,
since some or all retrieval blocks of a parity group are already contained in the buffer when a missing
retrieval block is needed and it takes less time to reconstruct the lost information. The throughput is as given
in Eq. (8).

Eqs. (10) and (12) show that the buffer requirementdramatically increases(factor(D� 1) orD) for a CGS
parity-based video server.

Evaluation In Figure 15, we plot the throughput and worst case start-up latency of CGS (buffering) and
MGS when the video server is based on a parity and preventive model. Figure 15(a) shows that the start-up
latency of CGS is becoming much higher than of MGS (compare with Figure 11(a)).

To compare the throughput for CGS (buffering) and MGS, we follow the next steps: Given the throughput
for MGS for a non-fault-tolerant case (see Figure 7)5, we derive the throughput for MGS with the parity-
based scheme. Subsequently, we calculate the amount of buffer required to achieve this throughput. Finally,
we calculate for CGS (buffering) the throughput that can be achieved given the same amount of buffer as for
MGS.

We plot in Figure 15(b) the throughput for MGS and CGS in both cases (i) the non-fault-tolerant case (the
two highest curves in the Figure) and (ii) the parity-based case (the two lowest curves in the Figure). The
termsNF andPar in Figure 15(b) denote respectively the non-fault-tolerant case and the parity-based case.
We observe that:

5We saw in Figure 7 that the throughput for CGS is higher than the one for MGS assuming the same amount of buffer
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� The throughput for CGS decreasesenormouslywhen working with the parity-based scheme and the
buffering strategy, compared with the non-fault-tolerant case. The decrease of the throughput is due
to the buffer limitations that represent the bottelneck for CGS with the buffering strategy.

� The throughput of MGS with the parity-based schemeslightly decreases, compared with the non-
fault-tolerant case.

� While CGS performs better than MGS in terms of throughput in the non-fault-tolerant case (the two
highest curves of Figure 15(b)), MGS performs much better than CGS (buffering) in the parity-based
case in terms of throughput (the two lowest curves of Figure 15(b)).
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Figure 15: Start-up latency and throughput for CGS (buffering) and MGS with the preventive mode in a
parity-based video server.

CGS-second read We saw that the buffer increases dramatically for a CGS-parity-based video server that
uses the buffering strategy. Instead of temporarily storing all remaining disk retrieval blocks that belong to
the same parity group, one can read every original disk retrieval block twice: one read to deliver the original
block and another read to reconstruct the lost block. We call this method thesecond readstrategy. Using
a second read strategy, the number of reads will double and therefore the throughput will be cut in half

(QCGS
d = QCGS

no

2 ). Further, an additional buffer is needed ((D � 1) �QCGS
d � bCGSdr for the reactive mode and

D �QCGS
d � bCGSdr for the preventive mode) to store data during the second read and perform decoding of the

missing disk retrieval block. Let us only consider the preventive mode. Thus the total buffer requirement
BCGS�secread
shrd (D) for the second read strategy is:

BCGS�secread
shrd (D) = BCGS

shrd (D) +D �QCGS
d � bCGSdr = 2 �BCGS

shrd (D) (13)

Unlike the buffering strategy, the second read strategy avoids the dramatic increase of the start-up latency
and the restart latency, since disk retrieval blocks needed to reconstruct the missing block are simultaneously
retrieved during one service round. Thus the worst case restart latency is one service round (�CGS ) and the
worst case start-up latency is the same as for CGS in a non-fault-tolerant server.

In Figure 16, we show the results of the worst case start-up latency and the throughput of CGS (second read)
and MGS when the video server is based on a parity and preventive model. Figure 16(a) shows the decrease
of the worst case start-up latency for CGS (second read) (compare with Figure 15(a)).
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Analogous to Figure 15(b), we plot in Figure 16(b) the throughput for MGS and CGS in both cases, the non-
fault-tolerant case (the two highest curves in the Figure), and the parity-based case (the two lowest curves
in the Figure). The throughput results in Figure 16(b) show that the throughput has been improved for CGS
with the second read strategy, compared with the throughput for CGS with the buffering strategy (Figures
15(b) and 16(b)). However, even with the second read strategy, CGS has a lower throughput than MGS
using the parity-based technique. Compared with the results in Figure 15, we see that CGS with the second
read strategy is better than CGS with the buffering strategy in terms of both, start-up latency and throughput.
However, data retrieval scheduling for CGS with the second read method [25] is more complicated than with
the buffering method.
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Figure 16: Start-up latency and throughput for CGS (second read) and MGS with the preventive mode in a
parity-based video server.

7 What is the Best Striping Algorithm?

When we design a large scale reliable video server, we must decide which striping algorithm and reliability
model should be used to satisfy certain constraints. The constraints considered in this paper are throughput,
buffer requirement, start-up latency, and reliability. We showed in Sections 3 to 5 that a non-reliable server
architecture based on CGS results in the highest throughput, while the start-up latency of MGS is smaller
than the one of CGS.

We studied in Section 6 the impact of reliability on the buffer requirement, throughput, and start-up latency.
The results show that amirroring-basedvideo server has a higher throughput with CGS than with MGS
for a given buffer size. However, aparity-basedvideo server has a higher throughput and a lower start-up
latency with MGS than with CGS (for both, buffering and second read strategies).

Given a throughput requirement, the choice between a mirroring-based video server with CGS and a parity-
based video server with MGS depends on where in the video server thebottleneckis. In [25], we distin-
guished betweenbandwidth-limited andstorage-limited video servers:

� For the bandwidth-limited case, the bottleneck is the disk I/O bandwidth. Thus additional disks are
only needed to provide the required I/O bandwidth, while their storage volume is not used. In this
case, mirroring may not require any additional disks and a CGS mirrored video server will be the most
cost-effective solution. The Tiger video server from Microsoft uses CGS and mirroring [6].
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� For the storage-limited case, the bottleneck is not the disk I/O bandwidth but the storage volume of
the server. In this case, mirroring is not recommended because it will require doubling the storage
volume, i.e. the number of disks. Instead, a MGS parity-based video server will be the most cost-
effective solution.

8 Conclusion

We have addressed data striping and reliability in a large video server. The main advantage of striping is to
allow many users to have concurrent access to the same video object. We have classified striping policies
taking into account video object and video segment striping granularities.

We have compared the striping algorithms FGS, MGS, and CGS in terms of throughput, buffer require-
ment, and start-up latency in a non fault-tolerant video server. The results show that CGS has the highest
throughput, but also the highest start-up latency for new client requests.

For a fault-tolerant (redundant) video server, the results show that the choice of the striping algorithm must
be made in combination with the choice of the reliability model. Depending on whether a server is ei-
ther bandwidth-limited or storage-limited, CGS with mirroring or MGS with parity achieves the highest
throughput.
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A Performance Parameters

Table 5 shows the disk parameters used for the performance comparison between FGS, CGS, and MGS.

Parameter Meaning of Parameter Value
rd inner track transfer rate 24 Mbps
tstl Settle time 1:5 ms
tseek Seek time 20 ms
trot Worst case rotational latency11:11 ms

Table 5: Disk Parameters
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